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The initial and boundary value problem for the degenerate parabolic equation 
L‘, = d@(u)) + F(c) 
in the cylinder Q x 10, co), 0 c R” bounded, for a certain class of point functions 
9 satisfying o’(u) > 0 (e.g., q(v) = /njm sign u) is considered. In the case that 
F(u) sign u < C(1 + 19(u)\“), a < I, the equation has a global time solution. The 
same is true for a = I provided the measure of 0 is sufficiently small. In the case 
that F(u)/cp(u) is nondecreasing a condition is given on the initial state u(x, 0) 
which implies that the solution must blow up in finite time. The existence of such 
initial states is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the existence and nonexistence of solutions of 
the nonlinear parabolic equation 
with given initial and boundary conditions and 4’(u) > 0. 
For the case $(v) = v, (0.1) is the semilinear heat equation and many 
results are known in this case. We are primarily interested in the case when 
the equation is allowed to degenerate, that is, there exist values of u for 
which g’(v) = 0. The model equation of this type is the porous medium 
equation, in which Q(U) = ( ulm sign u, m > 1. 
In general, it is not to be expected that all solutions of (0.1) will exist for 
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all time. This is seen most simply by consideration of the ordinary 
differential equation 
dv 
&’ 
whose solutions become unbounded in finite time if v(0) > 0. More generally, 
various authors have derived sufficient conditions for the nonexistence of 
global time solutions to (0.1) for the case 4(v) = v, such conditions 
ordinarily involving the order of growth of the nonlinearity F, and bounds on 
the initial state v&) = v(x, 0). See [3, 11, 16, 19, 231. 
On the other hand, if F has at most linear growth in v then we do expect 
to find a solution of (0.1) which exists for all time. See [ 10 or 15 ]. 
It is our goal to prove analogous results for nonlinear #. Roughly 
speaking, we show that if the order of growth of F is less than the order of 
growth of $ then (0.1) has a global time solution, whereas in the opposite 
case there will exist choices of initial state for which the solution must blow 
up in finite time. In the borderline case, for example, if F(x, t, v) = 4(v) then 
either behavior may occur, depending on the domain 8. 
Recently Galaktionov [ 121 has proven similar results for the special case 
4(v) = 1 vim sign u, m > 1 and F(x, t, v) = [max(O, v)]” by methods which are 
quite different from ours. See also [22]. 
Equation (0.1) may be viewed as a generalization of the semilinear heat 
equation 
v, = Au + F(x, t, v), (0.2) 
which arises in various diffusion problems. As opposed to (0.2), it is known 
that for certain choices of F and 4 the solutions of (0.1) have a finite speed 
of propagation, i.e., if the initial data have compact support then v(., t) has 
compact support for all t > 0. 
Equation (0.1) also arises, for example, in population dynamics. Gurtin 
and MacCamy [ 141 derive (0.1) as the equation governing the density of a 
biological population which is allowed to migrate. The nonlinearity 4 arises 
in their model due to a crowding effect, i.e., individuals tend to migrate away 
from regions of high density. The source term F(x, t, v) represents the 
contribution to the population supply due to births and deaths. In [ 141 
specific results are derived for the Cauchy problem in IR ’ with v(x, 0) 2 0, 
4(v) = (vim sign v, m > 1 and F(x, t, v) =,uv, where p is some constant. The 
main observation is that there is a change of dependent and independent 
variables which transforms (0.1) into the homogeneous equation for which 
many results are available. The exact form of Q and F is important in this 
calculation. 
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The choice F(x, t, v) =,uuv corresponds to the Malthusian law of 
population growth, for ,u > 0. That is, the rate of growth of the population is 
proportional to the density of population present. If 4(u) = v then the 
problem is explicitly solvable, and we see that the solution grows exponen- 
tially if iu > A,, where A, denotes the first eigenvalues of -A with zero 
boundary conditions. By contrast, if the diffusion is nonlinear the solution 
may approach a bounded nonzero equilibrium state for any p > 0; see [2, 
Sect. 71. Another possible constitutive law for F in this setting is the Verhulst 
law 
The interpretation here is that PO is some maximum sustainable population 
density in the given environment. If u > PO the source term is then negative. 
In earlier work on population genetics [9], Eq. (0.1) with 4(u) = v and 
F(x, t, v) = g(x) ~(1 - v)(v - a) arises in a model for the probability 
distribution of individuals carrying a certain gene. The steady state solutions 
of this equation (the so-called clines) have been studied by several authors, 
[S, 181. More recently Aronson, Crandall, and Peletier [ 11 studied the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of this problem with g(x) = 1, 4(u) = 
1~1~ sign u, m > 1, R = (-L, L) in R, 0 <“uo(x) < 1, and 
a E (0, (m + l)/(m + 3)). They obtain information about the u-limit set in 
terms of the parameters a and L. 
There have been several recent papers on Eq. (0.1) in the case 
F(x, t, u) sign u < 0. See [4, 24-26 ]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the initial and boundary value problem 
u, = W(u)) + J'(x, t, ~1, (x,t)E Q7.3 
4x3 0) = Q&>, XEQ, (1.1) 
u(x, t) = 0, XE2K-2, 
where QT = B X (0, T) and L! c IF?” is bounded with smooth boundary. 
Precise conditions on 4, F, and u. will be given later. 
For the purpose of defining the notion of a solution of (1.1) we define the 
spaces 
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&(QT) = L"(0, T; L2(0)) f-l L2(0, T; H#q), 
W','(Q,) = {u E L'(Q& Vu, u, E L2<Q,,}, 
6”“(Q,) = closure in the norm of W”‘(Q,) of the 
smooth functions vanishing on LM2. 
E, = (iy E #“q’(Q,): y/(x, 7’) = 0). 
The space p2(Q,) is the “natural” space in which to look for solutions of 
(1.1); see 1151. 
By a solution of (1.1) we mean a function v E L’(Qr) such that #(v) E 
f2(Q,> and F(a, a, v) E L ‘(Q,) satisfying 
il^ Pr (vvuI - V@(v) . VW + Fy) dx dt + ,f q,(x) v(x, 0) dx = 0, (1.2) R 
for all WEE,. 
An equivalent definition which we shall sometimes use is that v satisfies 
II ; (my, - V#(v) . Vv + Fw) dx dt = R (i,, wdx) 113 (1.3) 
for a.e. t E [0, T] and all YE @‘i7’(Qr). 
We shall actually show that the solutions which we discuss possess much 
stronger regularity properties than those required by the definition of 
solution. 
In Section 2 we prove local existence of solutions of (1.1) under fairly 
general conditions on 4 and F and with v,, E L”O(R). In Section 3 we impose 
more restrictions on F and prove global existence of solutions in that case. 
Roughly speaking, we are able to prove the existence of a solution of (1.1) 
on any time interval for which we can formally derive an Lm estimate of any 
solution. Given this estimate we may then employ an estimate of the 
modulus of continuity of solutions of (1.1) proved by Sacks in [21] and 
others [28-301. This is used to demonstrate the compactness of solutions of 
a sequence of approximating problems, which solutions may then be shown 
to converge to a solution of the original problem. For local time existence we 
obtain the necessary La bound by comparison of the solution with the 
solution of a certain ordinary differential equation. For those cases in which 
we can prove global existence, other arguments are necessary: 
In Section 4 we give conditions under which solutions of (1.1) must blow 
up, in a pointwise sense, in finite time. To do this we derive certain 
differential inequalities which are satisfied by various norms of the solution, 
which imply that if the solution remains pointwise bounded in Qr, then some 
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lower norm of the solution must become infinite before time t, < T, which is 
a contradiction. This so-called “concavity” method has been used in other 
situations; see [ 16, 17). 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE 
We begin by proving the local existence of solutions of (1.1). For this 
purpose we will make the following assumptions. Let j3 = 4 ’ . 
(Hl) /I is locally absolutely continuous, p(O) = 0, and there exist 
functions ,~r(.), ,u~(s) such that 
(i) P’(s)~~,(M)>OforIs(~~,M>O,andS~~,(s)ds=co; 
(ii) p’(s) < ~~(6) < co for IsI > 6, 6 > 0, and jip*(s) ds < 00. 
(H2) FE C(fi x [0, T] x IR) and there exists a function G E C’(R) 
such that 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Hl) and (H2) be satisfied, R c IR” bounded with 
smooth boundary, and v0 E L”(G). Then there exists T, E (0, T] such that 
(1.1) has a solution u(x, t) on Q,,. Furthermore, u E C(Q,,)nLm(QT,) and 
r, depends only on G(s) and IIu&~(~). If F is Lipschitz continuous on 
J;I x [0, T] x [-M, M] for any M < 03, then v is unique. 
Remarks. (i) Condition (Hl) is the same as that used in [21\ and 
includes the case of the porous medium equation +4(v) = (v lrn sign u, m >, 1. 
(ii) Condition (H2) could be weakened somewhat; in particular, the 
continuity of F in the variables x and t is not necessary. Also it is possible to 
assume only a monotonicity condition for the dependence of F on the 
variable U. 
Proof. Consider the problem 
0, =44,(u)) + FAX, t, u), (x3 t) E Qn 
4% 0) = U&), x E n, (2.1,) 
u(x, t) = 0, XEtm. 
We define $,, F,, and u,, as follows. Put 4, = j3; ‘, where p,,(s) = 
(4 * P)(s) - (4 * P)(O) and J, is a standard mollifying sequence in R. The 
following properties of 4, and /I,, are either obvious or may be verified as in 
1211: /I,, 4, E Cm(R), /3,(O) = d,(O) = 0, /3, + p uniformly on bounded 
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subsets of R, #i(s)> E, for some E, > 0 and all s, and there exist functions 
p,(e), ,J*(.) such that 
for all II. 
&f(s) >/4(M) > 0 for ]s]<M,M>O, 
PXS) <A(4 < a3 for Is]>6,6>0, 
Next, put F,, = J, * (max(--n, min(F, n))), where now J, is a mollifying 
sequence in N + 2 dimensions and F has been extended in some manner to a 
neighborhood of fix [0, T] x R. The following properties of F, are easily 
verified. F, E P(a x [O, T] x R), lFn,l ,< n, F, -+ F uniformly on bounded 
subsets of b x [0, T] x R, and there exists G E C’(lR), depending only on G, 
such that (F&c, t, v)] < d(v) for all n and (x, r) E 0,. 
To approximate the initial values u,,, pick uon E C:(n), l(~l~,,/l~~(~) < 
II uoIILm(*) such that non + v, in L2(12). We note, for later reference, that if 
u0 EL@(G) and #(uJ E Hi(R) then it is possible to choose uoll E C?(a) 
such that uon 2 Q,(u,,) + d(u,> in K@9, as well as II ~~~~~~~~~~ ,< II ~o/ll.a~n~ 
and uon + u0 in L2(R). 
With these choices of $I,,, F,,, and uon we obtain a classical solution of 
(2.1,) on Q,, which we denote by u,&, t); see [15, Chap. V]. 
Now we claim that there exists T, E (0, T] and C, < co such that 
for all Iz. 
To see this, let p*(t) be the solutions of the ordinary differential equations 
dp* -= 
dt 
i&j4 P*(o) = fll~olll.a~w,. (2.3) 
By standard theory [7, Chap. 1 ] there exists T* > 0 such that p*(t) exist 
on [0, T*) and T* depends only on (Iu~JJ~~(~) and the function G(e). By 
standard comparison theorems [ 10, p. 52; 20, p. 1871, 
I f~,(x, 01 < max@+(t>, P-(t)), 
using the properties of F,,. Setting T, = T”/2 and c, = 
max@+(T,), -P-V,)) we see that (2.2) holds. Arguing again as in [21, 
Sect. 41, it follows that the sequence U, = #,,(u,) is also uniformly bounded. 
We may now apply Theorem 1.1 of [21]. If Q’ c c QT,, then the 
functions {u,} are equicontinuous on Q’. Multiplying the equation by u, and 
integrating we may also derive the estimate 
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where C is independent of n. Thus there is a subsequence nk-+ co and 
functions U, v E C(Q,,) n L”(QT,) such that u = d(u), rink + u uniformly on 
compact subsets of QTI, VU,~ --t Vu weakly in L’(Qr,), and Fak(., a, u,~) -+ 
Ft.2 +> 0) in L2(QT,). 
The weak form of the equation satisfied by v, is 
+ F,(x, t, u,)y) dx dt + 1 u,,(x) vdx, 0) dx = 0, (2.4) R 
for any v E E,,. Passing to the limit through the subsequence nk we obtain 
i ,j 
or (~t/+‘~(v)+/+Fi/~)dxdt+j u,,(x)v(x,O)dx=O. (2.5) 
n 
Clearly, U, F(x, t, v) E L’(Q,,) and g(v) E p2(QT,). Thus v(x, t) is a solution 
of (1.1). For the uniqueness assertion, see [ 1, Theorem 12; 5, Theorem 31. 
This completes the proof. 1 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
The arguments of Section 2 showed that there exists a solution of (1.1) on 
any time interval [0, T] on which the approximations are uniformly bounded. 
In this section we identify circumstances under which this will be true for 
any T> 0. 
(H3) F(x, t, v) sign u < C,(l + ~$(v)]“) for some a E [0, I]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (HlF(H3) hold, R c R” bounded with smooth 
boundary, and U, E Loo &I). 
(i) If a < 1 then (1.1) has a soluion z) E C(QT)nL”(Q,) for any 
T> 0. 
(ii) If a = 1 and IQ 1 (the n dimensional Lebesgue measure of ~2) is 
sufficiently small then (1.1) has a solution u E C(Q,)n L4(Qr) for any 
T> 0. 
Proof We define #,, F,, u,,,,, and u, as in Section 2; it may then be 
checked that condition (H3) holds for the functions 4, and F, with constant 
C, independent of n. As mentioned, it suffices for the proof to show that 
there exists a constant C, depending on T and the data such that 
for all n. (3-l) 
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We begin by deriving an estimate for Ij(u - k)+ IJLP+,(crl, where u = U, = 
h(~,)Y u+ = max(O, u), 1 < p < co, and k is chosen so that 1 u,(x, O)l < k for 
all n. 
The equation satisfied by u is 
P;(u>u, = Au + FOG t, ,4,(u)). (3.2) 
We multiply by (U - k) +LJ and integrate over 0 for some fixed t > 0. This 
gives 
d 
i 
4P 
& 
B((u-k)+)dx+ 
(p+ 1)’ i 
jV((u - k)+)(P+t1)‘2(2 dx 
R 
<Co 
1 
(1 +u”)(u-k)+Pdx, (3.3) 
R 
where B(s) = Ii /3A(r + k) rp dr for s > 0. 
By means of Holder’s and Young’s inequalities, the right-hand side of 
(3.3) may be estimated by 
C i (u - k) +(p+cr) dx + C, 
where the constant C depends on k, p, a, C,, and IR (. 
Now set r = 2((p + a)/(p + 1)). Then r E (1, 2N/(N- 2)) for N > 3, so 
that by the Sobolev embedding theorem, for any N 
s (u - k) +(P+n) dx = R i (@ _ k)+‘P+“/2)’ dx R 
,< C(N, ~2) (j IV(u - k)+‘P+1)‘2/2 dx) r’2, (3.4) 
R 
where the constant C(N, 0) decreases to zero as IQ I-+ 0. Combining these 
estimates yields 
d 
s 
B((u-k)+)dx+ 
4P 
Z” (p+ 1)’ i 
IV((u - k)+)(P+‘)‘212 dx 
R 
,<C lV((u - k)+)‘“+“12 * 1 dx) “’ + C. 
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Integrating now with respect to t, using Holder’s inequality once more, 
and the fact that r/2 < 1 gives 
<c “’ IV((u-k)+)(p+‘)‘2(2 dxdt 
If a < 1, then r/2 < 1 and it follows immediately that there exists a 
constant C, depending on k, p, a, N, Co, 1 fi ], and T such that 
The same is true for CL = 1 provided that / 0 / is small enough to make the 
coefficient of the integral on the right less than 4p/(p + 1)‘. 
By Poincare’s inequality, ]](u - k)+ ]ILP+,(cr-) may be estimated by the same 
quantities. As the same is true for I](--u - k)’ ](,~p+l(Q7j we have a bound for 
II41 Lp+l(Q ) in terms of p and the data, but the constant becomes infinite as p 
tends to &inity. 
To show that the estimate is actually independent of p we may employ a 
theorem from [ 151. 
Returning to Eq. (2.1,), we pick k > I]u~]]~~(~), multiply by (v, - k)’ and 
integrate over Q, for some r E (0, T]. We obtain 
. !! (v, - k)+ v,,~ dx dt + ii VXV”) vu, . V(v, - k) + dx dt 
Q, QT 
= 
I! 
. F,(x, t, v,J(v, - k)+ dx dt, 
Q, 
which implies 
? ‘Ja (v,(x,~)-k)+2dx+p~Q llV(v,-k)+I’dxdt 
T 
< co CJ (1 + Ih(v,)I”>(v, - k)+ dx dt, Q, 
where ji > 0 is independent of n. If we set 
f,,(x, t) = C,( 1 + ]#n(u,(x, t))l*) = Co(1 + I %(XY w>9 
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then by the above arguments we have 
for any p < co. We fix some p E ((N + 2)/2, 00). 
Taking the supremum over r E [0, T] yields 
Using the embedding [ 151, 
V2(QT) c L2((N+2)““)(QT) 
and Holder’s inequality again gives 
Il(U” - k)+ )I;*(QT) < @l(k)~+(2’(N+2))-(2’p), 
where y is a constant independent of n and M(k) denotes the measure of the 
set {(x, t) E Q, : un(x, t) 2 k). 
It now follows directly from Theorem 6.1, p. 102 of [ 151, that there exists 
a constant C,, such that 
for all n. Similarly we may derive a lower bound, and this completes the 
proof. I 
Remarks. (i) By making some minor modifications in the proof, we may 
replace condition (H3) by: 
There exists F, E Lp(QT), p > (N + 2)/2, C, < co, and a E [0, l] 
such that F(x, t, u) sign u < F,,(x, t) + C, ] 4(v)]“. 
(ii) Condition (H3) for Q < 1 says that the growth of F in u must be 
strictly of a lower order than the growth of # in V; for example, we could 
have o(v) = ] u 1”’ sign u and F(x, t, v) = ]nIp sign v with p < m; see [ 121. We 
may allow the same order of growth for F and 4 only for sufficiently small 
domains (this being an instance of the general principle that small domains 
are more stable than large domains). Now it is well known that for the case 
d(v) = u we may obtain global solutions of (1.1) for any F with at most 
linear growth and without restriction on the size of n. However, it will be 
shown in Section 4 that the smallness condition on R is necessary, in 
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general. Namely, we will show that for certain choices of the initial value 
any solution of, for example, 
v,=Av2+v2 
must blow up in finite time. No such initial values will exist if the domain B 
is small enough, so there is no contradiction. 
4. GLOBAL NONEXISTENCE 
We prove in this section that if the growth of the nonlinearity F is too 
rapid then there will be the possibility of blow up in finite time of the 
solution of (1.1). Let us take F(x, t, v) = F(v) only so that the problem is 
v, = A@(v)) + F(v), (XT t> E QTY 
V(& 0) = v,(x), x E a (4.1) 
v(x, t) = 0, XEXI. 
Define 
O(v) = j-’ $4(s) ds, 
0 
P(v) = j-’ f(s) F(s) ds, 
0 
QTv) = j; V?@ ds, 
qv> = F@(V)) 
V 
(py-1). 
We will use the following hypotheses: 
(H4) There exists K E (0, $) such that @” is convex on R. 
(H5) F, 4 E C’(R), F, 4 are both odd, F> 0 on R ‘, and 8(.) is 
nondecreasing on R ‘. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (Hl), (H4), and (H5) hold and R c IFi” be bounded. 
Zf v E L”(QT) is a solution of (4.1) with v(x, 0) = vo(x), then we must have 
i (4.2) I2 f’(vo> dx < + ( I V&,)1’ dx + 
3-4K 1 
0 
(1 _ 2K)2 7 I n @(vo) dx. 
Remarks. (i) The hypothesis that F, 4 are odd is made for simplicity 
only. If we restrict ourselves to vO(x) > 0, for example, then the solution 
v(x, t) is nonnegative also, so the behavior of 4 and F for v < 0 is irrelevant. 
It follows from (H5) that F(0) = 0 and e(e) is decreasing on (-co, 01. 
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(ii) The local existence analysis of Section 2 applies with these hypotheses 
of F. 
(iii) Later we will show that there are choices of vO(x) so that (4.2) fails 
and, consequently, there is no bounded solution of (4.1) on QT. 
(iv) The case 4(v) = u corresponds to K = f in (H4) which we exclude. 
Condition (H5) allows for the possibility that F(u) = 4(v), for example, in 
which case we do not expect blowup when Q(V) = o. There have been many 
papers concerned with the nonexistence of solutions of the semilinear heat 
equation; see [3, 11, 16, 19, 231. 
(v) Condition (H4) will be satisfied by 4(v) = ) ~1~ sign u with m > 1 for 
K > l/(m + 1). Hence there are small perturbations of such a 4 which will 
also satisfy (H4). 
(vi) We do not require any a priori regularity of the solution other than 
that required by the definition of a solution and the condition Y E L”(Qr). 
Additional regularity follows from the following technical lemma whose 
proof is postponed until Section 5. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold with #(vJ E HA(O). 
Then (0 (y(v)>, E L*<Q,>, (Q(v)), E L2(Qr>, and C@(v)>, = 
Mahm)(~‘(v))t- 
(ii) JA Jn(@(u>>t dx dt = (,(@(v(x, t)) - @(u(x, 0))) dx 
= J-b J-n(-lWv)l* + 4(v) F(v)) dxdt. 
(iii) ~~jn(Y(v))fdxdt< [-~~n~V~(v)~2d~+J‘nP(~)d~]~~. 
Remark. The content of this lemma is that certain formal relations 
among the functions 4, @, Y, etc. are actually true. Statement (ii) is the 
formal result of multiplying the equation by 4(v) and integrating by parts, 
while (iii) is the result of multiplying by ($(v)), ; we assert an inequality only 
in this case. Statement (iii) is sometimes referred to as an “energy 
inequality” and in some papers it is taken as one of the hypotheses on the 
solution, (e.g., [ 16, 17, 191). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Set 
a = 1 - 2ic, /3=+-j 
aT CI 
@(uo) dxv 
t = ~.I-,Wo)dx I” 
o t 1 P ’ 
and let 
H(t) = !“( @(v(x, s)) dx ds + (T - t) j @(q,(x)) dx + P(t + to)‘. 
0 n n 
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We will show that if (4.2) fails to be true then there exists t, < T such that 
lim H(t) = 00. 
t-t; 
This will contradict the assumption that u E t”(Q7). 
We calculate 
H/Q) =I (@(u(x, t)) - @(u(x, 0))) dx + 330 + &J 
n 
.I 
= 
J! 
(-I q(u)l’ + 4(u) J’(u)) dx ds + 2N + CA o n 
by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, 
H”(t) = 1 (-1 V#(v)i’ + 4(v) F(v)) dx + 2P. 
n 
From the assumption that (~0,)” > 0 there follows 
or, equivalently, 
Q(u) @“(II) > (1 - K)(@‘(U))2 
Q’(u) 4’(u) > g) w4)‘. 
By Lemma 4.1 once again 
J (@(u(x, t>> - @(4x, 0))) dx R 
Thus, by Schwarz’s inequality and the definition of H 
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Therefore, 
H(t) H”(t) - (a + l)(H’(t))Z 
-2 f. .r! (!P(u));dxds-4&z+ 1) 0 n 
Now (H5) implies for ZI > 0, d F(u) iii $4(u) > O3c--i 
so that 
Therefore, 
so that 
for v > 0. 
The same is true for v < 0 since 4(v) F(u) and P(v) are even functions. 
Next, if (4.2) fails, then from the definitions of a and ,9 
J P(uo) dx 2 f ) Vqb(uJ2 dx + /3(2a + 1). R I R 
Finally, since H(t) > 0 for t E [0, T], we conclude that 
H(t) H”(t) - (a + 1)(EP(t))2 > 0 for t E [0, TJ, 
which implies 
(H-“(t))” sg 0, t E [O, T]. 
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Now H-*(O) > 0 and (H-“)‘(O) < 0, so that H-“(t,) = 0 for some 
t, E (0, -~I~“(O)/(H-~)‘(O)). Here, -H -*(O)/(H-O)‘(O) = H(O)/aH’(O) = 
T I, @(v,,) dx + j3ti/2a/lto < T, again using the definitions of a, /?, and to. 
Thus t, < T and 
lim H(t) = co, 
1-r; 
which gives the desired contradiction. 1 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 implies the nonexistence of bounded solutions to 
(4.1) on QT if (4.2) is not satisfied. Combining this result with Theorem 2.1 
we obtain a stronger conclusion, a blowup theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (Hl), (H4), and (H5) be satisfied, and fi c IRN 
bounded, u,, E L”(R), #(v,) E Hi(Q), and 
f P(vo) dx > ;j IVES* dx + 
3-4K 1 
‘R I) (1 - 242 7 r2 @(Q dx. J 
Then there exist t, E (0, T] and a function v(x, t) satisfying (4.1) on Q,, and 
lim /I u(., t>lll.x tRj = 00. (4.3) f-f; 
Proof Let t, =sup(tE 10, T]: (4.1) has a solution v E L”(Q,)}. By 
Theorem 2.1, t, > 0. Suppose t, < T and 
for t < t, . Now let 
F,(u) = F(v), lul<M+ 1, 
= *F(M+ l), *v>M+l, 
and consider the problem 
Wf =44(w)) + FM(W), C-T 0 E Qr, 
w(x, 0) = v,(x), x E II, (4.4) 
w(x, t) = 0, XEXI. 
By Theorem 3.1, the problem (4.4) has a solution w E L”(QT) n C(Q7.). 
Since FM is locally Lipschitz, w is the unique solution, hence, w = u on 
[O,t,).ButthenIwJ~Mon[O,t,)and,hence,(wl~M+lfort~t,+&for 
some F > 0, by the same comparison argument used in the proof of Theorem 
m/52/2-2 
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2.1. It follows that w(x, t) is a solution of (4.1) on Q,, + E and this contradicts 
the definition of t, . 
Similarly, if t, = T, then the same argument shows that (4.1) has a 
bounded solution on Q7 and this contradicts Theorem 4.1. 
Thus, we must have 
Suppose now that there exists t, T t, and A4 < cc such that 
II UC*, 4Jll LcuCaj GM. Then, by comparison with the ODE v’ = F(v), there 
exists h > 0 such that 
for s E It,,, t, + h]. This implies, however, 
a contradiction. I 
Remarks. (i) The hypothesis that F/$ be nondecreasing is actually 
stronger than necessary for the proof. We need only know that 
4(u) F(u) > 2P(u) for every v 
or, equivalently, 
1” qd2(s) $ (3) ds > 0 
0 
for every u. 
(ii) If one were willing to assume the conclusions of Lemma 4.1 then the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 would show the nonexistence of a solution to problem 
(4.1) in QT with finite Orlicz norm I,‘l, @(v(x, t)) dx dt. To obtain a 
blowup result in this space we would need a local existence theorem for 
Eq. (4.1) with initial values satisfying Jo @(no) dx < to. The blowup of lower 
norms has been proved in the case of the semilinear heat equation as long as 
the rate of growth of F is not too large; see [3], for example. Some such 
results will be true in this case also, but it seems unlikely that there is any 
general statement one can make concerning the whole class of Eqs. (4.1). 
Now let 8(.C2, r) denote the set {v,, E Loo(n): ((vJ E HA(R) and 
I, fYvo> du > f.f, lV4(dl’ dx + ((3 - 4~)/(1 - 2~)~)(1/T) SD @(uo) dxl. We 
have shown that if v,, E ~?(a, T) and conditions (Hl), (H4), and (H5) are 
satisfied then (4.1) has a solution whose L” norm blows up in finite time. It 
is possible that a(J2, r> is empty; this will be the case, for example, if 
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F(u) = 4(u) and B is sufftciently small, since we know from Theorem 3. 
that (4.1) has a global solution under these circumstances. 
To investigate this situation more fully let us define 
8, = ,‘ly+ e(u), 8, = lim 19(v). I”cc 
Since 0 is nondecreasing on R ’ these limits both exist, and by the symmetry 
of 4 and F, 
as well. Excluding the trivial case F = 0 we must have either 035 = co or 
0 < 8, < CO. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume 0, = CO. If uO E L”(O) n Hi(a), uO f 0, 
then P(tu,) E Zf(l2, T) for sufficiently large z. 
Proof: Pick U, E L”(Q) n H,@) and suppose P(ru,) 6$ &‘(Q, T) for all 
t> 1. Then 
for all r > 1. Since Q(s) < s#(s) by the monotonicity of 4 we have 
@(p(ru,)) < ru0j3(ru,). Also, by hypothesis (Hl) /I is bounded above by 
some linear function, I/?(s)1 < 1 •t A Is( for s > 0. Therefore, 
where C, is independent of t for 7 > 1. Then (4.5) implies that 
for some constant C, and all r > 1. 
On the other hand, 
P(P(%>) = .i, 4(ruo) F(s) 4’(s) ds = j:“” F@(r)) dr = j:‘” r+(r) dr 
(4.6) 
and (l/s’) j”; r&r) dr = 8(s) + co as s -+ fco, since 8, = 00. Thus, 
fv(%)) = (%>24%>, 
152 
so that 
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by (4.6). If u0 f 0 then letting T --f co, we have a contradiction. 1 
In the case that 0 < 19, < 03, the answer to the question of whether a(J2, T) 
is nonempty depends on the size of T and the domain a. More precisely, it 
will depend on the size of the first eigenvalue of -A with zero boundary 
conditions. Let 1= A(Q) be the minimum eigenvalue for the problem 
-Au, = ;lu,, XEi-2, 
uo = 0, xEa2, 
(4.7) 
It is well known that A. > 0 and the corresponding eigenfunction u0 has 
constant sign in 8. In general, A decreases to zero as the minimum 
dimension of D increases to 03. For certain geometries, A(Q) may be 
calculated explicitly. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose l(Q) < 8,. Then there exists T < co so that 
w(l2, T) is not empty. 
Proof: First suppose A(Q) < 8,/2. Choose u,, to be the positive solution 
of (4.7) with IIu&(~, = 1. Then 
+i IW2dx+ (:124;;2 f!’ @p(P(uo)) dx 
a n 
w? 3-4K 1 
= - + (1 _ 2Kj2 -in 2 1’ @‘ca(uo)> dx. R 
For T sufficiently large this expression is less than 8,/2. 
On the other hand, 
i, PWo>) dx = j, d &,I dx, 
where 
d(S) = $1’ d(r) dr + ; as s-+0 
0 
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and e(s) is nondecreasing for s > 0 by direct calculation. Hence 8(u,) > 0,/2, 
which gives 
=+>+I IVu,\*dx+ 
3-4K 1 
R 
(, _ 2K)2 T i R @Wo)) dx. 
Therefore, u,, = /?(u,) E g(I2, T). 
Next suppose that A(Q) > 8,,/2. We wish to verify the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1 of Brezis and Turner 161, to obtain the existence of a positive 
solution of 
-Au = H(u), x E a, 
u = 0, XEX2, 
(4.8) 
for H(u) = #(p(u))/ u and 6 to be chosen. Since 
lim W(s)) em 2=-’ F+m s 2 
lim WC!)) 80 
s-0 
----r-=-3 s 2 
it suffices that we pick 6 E (21(0)/Q,, 2A(Q)/0,). We therefore obtain a 
positive solution of (4.8), u. E W2*9(0) for any q < co. We may require also 
6 < 2, since 2A(Q))/8, < 2 by assumption. Then 
J‘ P(,f?(u,))dx=~!’ lVu,l*dx 
0 R 
ZZ- ; ,(n IVu,l* dx + (+-+j !,, IVu,l* dx 
>;j (Vu,l*dx+ 
3-4K 1 
R 
(, _ 2K)2 y J R @Wo)) dx, 
for sufficiently large T. Hence v. = /3(u,) E a(Q, T). 1 
Remarks. (i) The solvability of (4.8) is proved in [6] for N > 3 only. 
The corresponding results for N = 1, 2 may be found, for example, in Lions 
[131. 
(ii) It follows from the comparision principle that if U, > 0, U, E Z(Q, T) 
then for Co 2 u. the solution of (4.1) with initial value I,, also must blow up 
in finite time. 
We conclude with some simple remarks concerning the possibility of 
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global existence of solutions to (4.1) for the class of nonlinearities F which 
we have considered in this section. 
Suppose we can find a function w0 > 0, w0 E L”(0) satisfying 
-W(wJ) 2 F(w,), x E .R, 
w. = 0, XElM2. 
(4.9) 
Then the function w(x, t) = w&) is a supersolution of the corresponding 
time dependent problem 
w, = W(w)) + F(w). 
If /u,,] < w0 then we have the a priori estimate (u(x, t)l < w,Jx) for any 
solution of (4.1) with initial value uO(x). This formal estimate may be used to 
prove a global existence theorem; the arguments are similar to those of 
Theorem 2.1. 
There will be a function w0 satisfying (4.9) if 8, < A(0). To see this, let 
-Au, = Au,,, x E 0, 
240 = 0, XEiU-2, 
where A = A(Q) is the first eigenvalue for this problem. Since u0 E L”O(a), 
we may choose r > 0 so that B(ru,) < A(Q). Set w0 =/3(ru,). Then 
-A($(w,)) = -A(zu,) = du,, > m,8(tu,) = F(j?(tu,)) = F(w,,) if we choose 
ug > 0. 
Clearly if 19, = 0 then 0, < A(Q) for any bounded 0. For any 0, > 0 this 
condition will be satisfied for sufficiently small domains. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1 
We now give the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Proof: Let w(x, t) be the solution of 
w, = 49(w)) + F(o), (x3 f> E Q,, 
w(x, 0) = Q(X), x E cl, (5.1) 
w(x, t) = 0, XECX2. 
Since F(v(x, t)) E L”(QT), w exists and w = v by uniqueness. It is shown in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 that w may be obtained as the limit of smooth 
functions w,, where w, satisfies 
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Here 4, + 4 locally in C’, F, + F(v) pointwise a.e. and boundedly, v,,, --t uO 
in L2(n), and #,,(uOn) --t #(v,,) in Hi(Q). The convergence of w, to w is 
bounded and uniform on compact subsets of Q,. 
We may multiply (5.2,) by (#,,(w,)), and integrate over QT to obtain 
J-1 #A( wJ wfi, dx dr + Qr I! Q, $ (t lW,(wn)12)dx dl 
L = J ! F, Uw,) writ dx dt QT 
<5 I i Q,- F;#;(w,) dx dt + ; I Q7 I’ Q;(w,,) w;, dx dt. 
Thus, 
and the right side is bounded independently of n. Thus, we have 
where Y”(s) = si m dr. C onsequently there is a subsequence nk -+ co 
and a function z E L2(QT) such that (Y,Jw,J), + z weakly in L*(Q,). Since 
4; + 4’ uniformly on bounded intervals and w,~+ w uniformly on compact 
subsets of Q, it follows that Ynk(wnk) + Y(w) strongly in L’(Q,). Hence, 
z = (Y(w)>, = (YC~>>,. 
Next we show that (#(v))~ E L’(QT), making use of the chain rule for H’ 
functions. We write 4(v) = 4(Y-‘(Y(v))) (Y is strictly monotone so Y’ 
exists) and so (4(u)), = (4 o Y’)‘(Y(v))(Y(y(v)), provided (4 o Y”-‘)‘( Y(u)) 
is bounded. By direct calculation, 
which is bounded since v E L”(QT). 
Similarly, it can be shown that (u#(v)), E L2(Q7) and (Q(u)), E L’(Q,). 
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For the first case we need to check that #(v)/~‘(v) is locally bounded. We 
are assuming that 
qbQN > (1 - K)(!P’)’ 
or 
4(v) Q’(v) Q(v) 
yqiT)= W’(v) G (1 -K) Q’(u)’ 
Since $ is monotone, Q(v) < v@‘(v), thus, 
#(v> 
$4’(v) G 12c. 
Also it is easy to check that the (formally correct) identities 
(@(v>)t = (NV>>, - W~>>,~ 
(@i(U))f = &qq g(u) (Y(v)), 
are valid in the sense of equality of L* functions. This proves part (i). 
For the proof of (ii), we first observe that since Q(u), (Q(V)), E 
L*(O, T, L2(R)) we have that G(v) is absolutely continuous from 10, T] into 
L’(Q) and 
Since we have established that (4(v)), E L2(QT), we may take 4(v) as 
function in the definition (1.3) of a solution to obtain the relation 
j’j v(#(u)),dxds-j’j IV~(v)l*d~d~+j~j~$(v)F(v~d~d~ 
0 R 0 n 
= (i, (NV>) dx) 1; = j;I, (4(v)>, dxds. 
(5.3) 
a test 
(5.4) 
A comparison of (5.3) and (5.4) gives (ii). 
For the proof of (iii) we return to Eq. (5.2,). Again multiplying 
(#,(w,))~ and integrating we derive 
by 
f j IbW+',(~J))l~dx~f j'j ~;:K,W,)dxds+f j~lV(.(v,,)l*d-~ 
L! 0 n 
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and the right side is bounded independently of n. Thus the sequence 
{V$,,(w,(., t))} is bounded in L*(Q) so there exists z E L*(R) and nk+ co so 
that 
weakly in L’(O). Since also #n(w,(., t))+ #(v(., t)) strongly in L’(Q), we 
must have z = V#(v(., t)). Since the limit is unique, it follows that actually 
V#n(w,(., f)) + V#(u(., f)> 
weakly in L*(Q). 
We have already shown that (Yu,(w,)), + (Y(v)), weakly in L2(QT). 
Therefore, 
@Awn)>, = rn(~n(wn>>, + VmwW), = MU)), 
weakly in L’(Qr), since ~“m + m strongly in L*(Q,). Conse- 
quently, 
1 j 0 R I,@,), dx ds --t !” j -0 R F(uM(u)), dx ds = .i,; i,, (P(u)>, dx ds. 
Now from (5.2,) we have 
Passing to the limit as n + co and taking into account the lower semicon- 
tinuity of the norm with respect to weak convergence we obtain 
f( 
0 n 
(!f’(u));dxds+f( ~VqQ(~,t)l*dx 
R 
< $1 
a 
lWv,)12dx+(jD V’(v>),dxds, 
which is equivalent to (iii). This completes the proof. 1 
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6. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
The “blowup” condition derived in Section 4 does not explicitly involve 
the domain 0. It is also true that for a large class of equations of the type 
(4.1) there is “finite speed of propagation.” It is therefore possible to deduce 
some results for the Cauchy problem 
0, = W(v)) + F(v), xEIRN,f>O, 
v(x, 0) = u&), 
(6.1) 
by treating the solution as though it were the solution of the initial and 
boundary value problem in a sufficiently large domain. 
We set aside here the question of the existence of solutions of (6.1); see 
(271. The situation is the same as in the case of the bounded domain, i.e., a 
solution exists locally in time for uO E L”O(lRN) and it may be continued as 
long as it remains bounded. 
We make the following extra assumption. 
(H6) There exist constants A and B such that 
This condition is sufficient to guarantee that if u is the solution of (6.1) F 
is locally Lipschitz, and supp u,, is bounded in RN then supp v(., t) is also 
bounded in RN as long as the solution exists. The rate of growth of the size 
of the support will depend in general on ]] v ]lLm but is otherwise independent 
of the particular solution. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (Hl), (H4l-P-W hold, VQ E Lrn(lR”), 
#(v,J E H’(RN), and 
Suppose either (i) supp v,, is bounded in RN, or (ii) v, > 0. Then there exists 
f1 E (0, T] and a function v(x, t) satisfying (6.1) olt RN x [0, tl) and 
ProoJ: Consider first case (i) and suppose there exists M < co such that 
II v(*, t)ll Lrn(RN) <MY O<t<T. 
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By the above remarks, there exists R < 00, depending on M and the data, 
such that 
supp t)(., t) = B(O, R), O<t<T. 
We may then regard u as the solution of (4.1) with B = B(0, R). From 
Corollary 4.1 we derive immediately a contradiction. Thus 
It follows as in Corollary 4.1 that actually 
lim IIu(., f)(lLf,,ni,j = co. r-r; 
Now suppose (ii) holds. Let ck E CF(R”), i,(x) = 1 for 1x1 < k, C,(X) = 0 
for /x/ 2 k + 1, /V&( < 2, with k to be chosen. Set 
%k(X) = PU(~o>S,)* 
Clearly, 
hdx) = %(X)~ lx/ < k 
0 Q f4&) < %(X)3 l-d > k 
and supp vok is bounded in IR”. 
It may now be checked that if (6.2) holds for vO, then it continues to hold 
for oak if k is chosen sufficiently large. We may, therefore, apply the result of 
part (i) to the solution of (6.1) with r~,, replaced by vok; finally, by 
comparison, the result follows. 1 
Finally, we specialize further to the case 
4(u) = / ulrn sign u, 
F(v) = 11 u lp sign c’, 
of exact power law nonlinearities 
m> 1, 
p> 1. 
For A = 0 we have the family of explicit solutions of (6.1) due to 
Barenblatt and Pattle [32,33], 
Cb12 1 
4x3 t; a, r) = (t + q 
I 
+ I/(rn- I) 
.2- 
(t + 7y 1 1 
where kP ’ = m - 1 + 2/N, C = k(m - 1)/2Nm, and a, r are positive 
constants. 
THEOREM 6.2. Define 4 and F as above, and assume ;1> 0 and 1 < p < 
m + (2/N). Then (6.1) has no nontrivial positive solution which is uniformly 
bounded for all time. 
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Remarks. A somewhat stronger result is proved in [3 1 ] by different 
methods. Thus, we will only indicate here how this theorem may be derived 
from our earlier results. The case m = 1 was treated by Fujita [ 111. This 
result may be understood as the statement that for p < m + (2/N), the 
equilibrium solution U(X, t) = 0 is unstable with respect to arbitrary positive 
perturbations. For stability results when p > m + (2/N), see [31 or 271. 
ProoJ If v f 0, then by the continuity result [21] there exists t, > 0 such 
that a(~, ti) > 0 for x in some open set Z. Without loss of generality, 0 E C. 
We may then choose a and t so that 
~(4 0; a, r> < v(x, t,). 
By comparison, v(x, t + t,) > Z(X, t; a, t) for all t. 
Now by explicitly evaluating the necessary integrals it is possible to check 
that if 1 ,< p < m + (2/N), then 
m 
J 
Z 
m+p P& 
“+pdx>+~~vJCzmJ2dx, 
for sufficiently large t, and z = z(x, t; a, r). Choose t, > 0 so that this is the 
case and then choose T < co so that (6.2) holds. Let w be the solution of 
(6.1) with w(x, 0) = z(x, t2; a, r). If p E [m, m + (2/N)), we may apply 
Theorem 6.1 to see that w(x, t) must become unbounded in finite time; but 
U(X, t + t, + t2) > w(x, t), whence the result. 
Finally, if 1 < p < m and u is a solution of (6.1) which is uniformly 
bounded for all time then for sufficiently large 2 it is also a supersolution of 
(6.1) with A = 1 and p = m, say. This contradicts the first part of the 
proof. I 
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